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ABSTRACT
We present new spectroscopic observations of Lyman-α (Lyα) Blob 2 (LAB2) in the SSA22 protocluster region (z∼ 3.1).
By creating a narrow-band Lyα image, we observed extended Lyα emission in three distinct regions, in which the highest
Lyα surface brightness (SB) center is far away from the known continuum sources. We have searched through the MOS-
FIRE slits that cover the high Lyα SB regions, but are unable to detect any significant nebular emission near the highest
SB center. We further map the blue-to-red flux ratio and find that it is anti-correlated with Lyα SB with a power-law
index of∼ – 0.4. To decode the spatially-resolved Lyα profiles using Monte-Carlo radiative transfer (MCRT) modelling,
we use both multiphase, clumpy models and shell models and successfully reproduced the diverse Lyα morphologies
with reasonable physical parameters. Significant correlations exist between parameters of two different models, and our
multiphase, clumpy model parameters naturally alleviated the previously reported discrepancies between the shell model
parameters and data. In addition, we have modeled Lyα spectra at different spatial positions simultaneously, and we
find that the variation of the inferred clump outflow velocity can be approximately explained by line-of-sight projection
effects. Our results support the ‘central powering + scattering’ scenario, i.e. the Lyα photons are generated by a central
powering source and then scatter with outflowing, multiphase H I gas while propagating outwards. The infalling of cool
gas near the blob outskirts shapes the observed blue-dominated Lyα profiles, but its energy contribution is likely to be
minor compared to the photo-ionization by star-forming galaxies and/or AGNs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Lyman-α blobs (LABs) – spatially extended (projected sizes & 100
kpc) gaseous nebulae with tremendous Lyα luminosities (LLyα ∼
1043−44 erg s−1) seen at high redshifts (z & 2) – are among the
most mysterious and intriguing objects in the universe. Thus far,
numerous LABs have been discovered via narrow-band imaging
or in galaxy surveys (e.g. Francis et al. 1996; Fynbo et al. 1999;
Keel et al. 1999; Steidel et al. 2000; Matsuda et al. 2004, 2011;
Dey et al. 2005; Saito et al. 2006; Smith & Jarvis 2007; Hennawi
et al. 2009; Ouchi et al. 2009; Prescott et al. 2009, 2012; Erb et al.
2011; Cai et al. 2017), yet their physical origin remains obscure.
It is found that LABs are preferentially located in overdense proto-
cluster regions, which are expected to be the progenitors of the mas-
sive galaxy clusters observed today (e.g. Steidel et al. 1998; Prescott
et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2009, 2010; Hine et al. 2016a). Therefore, the
study of LABs may illuminate the formation and evolution of mas-
sive galaxies and the mechanisms of associated feedback events.
Up to now, many hypotheses about the powering mechanisms
of LABs have been proposed, including: (1) photo-ionization by
central energetic sources (starburst galaxies or AGNs, see e.g.
Haiman & Rees 2001; Cantalupo et al. 2005, 2014). This sce-
nario gained credence from infrared and submillimeter observations
that discovered luminous galaxies and AGNs associated with some
LABs (Chapman et al. 2001; Dey et al. 2005; Geach et al. 2005,
2007, 2009; Colbert et al. 2006; Webb et al. 2009). (2) Starburst-
induced, shock-powered galactic-wide outflows (‘superwinds’, see
e.g. Heckman et al. 1990; Taniguchi & Shioya 2000; Taniguchi et al.
2001; Mori et al. 2004). This scenario has been corroborated by the
observed redward asymmetric Lyα profiles (Dawson et al. 2002;
Ajiki et al. 2002) and shell-like or bubble-like structures (Matsuda
et al. 2004; Wilman et al. 2005). (3) Gravitational cooling radiation
from accretion of cold gas streams onto protogalaxies (e.g. Haiman
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et al. 2000; Fardal et al. 2001; Furlanetto et al. 2005; Dijkstra et al.
2006a,b; Goerdt et al. 2010; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2010; Rosdahl
& Blaizot 2012). This scenario may be preferred for LABs that ap-
pear to lack powerful sources despite deep multi-wavelength ob-
servations and exhibit blueward asymmetric Lyα profiles (Nilsson
et al. 2006; Smith & Jarvis 2007; Saito et al. 2008; Smith et al.
2008; Daddi et al. 2020). (4) Resonant scattering of Lyα photons
(e.g. Dijkstra & Loeb 2008; Steidel et al. 2010, 2011). As reso-
nant scattering imposes polarization, recent polarimetric observa-
tions and simulations have provided evidence of scattering within
LABs, albeit with remaining uncertainties (Dijkstra & Loeb 2009;
Hayes et al. 2011; Beck et al. 2016; Trebitsch et al. 2016; Eide et al.
2018; Kim et al. 2020).
To further distinguish these different powering mechanisms,
it is beneficial to study spatially-resolved Lyα spectra, which are
made possible by the outstanding capabilities of recently commis-
sioned integral field unit (IFU) spectrographs, such as KCWI (Keck
Cosmic Web Imager, Morrissey et al. 2018) and MUSE (Multi Unit
Spectroscopic Explorer, Bacon et al. 2014). These instruments have
revolutionized the study of extended Lyα nebulae by adding an ad-
ditional spatial dimension with unprecedented sensitivity at rest-
frame UV wavelengths (see e.g. Wisotzki et al. 2016; Leclercq et al.
2017, 2020).
In this paper, we present new KCWI observations of one of
the giant LABs discovered in the overdense proto-cluster region
SSA22 at z∼ 3.1, SSA22-Blob2 (LAB2, Steidel et al. 1998, 2000).
LAB2 has an immense Lyα luminosity of∼ 1044 erg s−1 and a spa-
tial extent of ∼ 100 kpc. Ever since its discovery, LAB2 has be-
come the target of many follow-up observations at multiple wave-
lengths, including X-ray (Basu-Zych & Scharf 2004; Geach et al.
2009; Lehmer et al. 2009a,b), optical (Wilman et al. 2005; Martin
et al. 2014), infrared (IR, Geach et al. 2007; Webb et al. 2009), and
submillimeter (submm, Chapman et al. 2001; Hine et al. 2016b). A
Lyman-break galaxy (LBG), M14 (Steidel et al. 2000), and an X-
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ray source (Basu-Zych & Scharf 2004) have been identified within
LAB2.
To analyse the spatially-resolved Lyα profiles obtained by
KCWI, we carried out Monte-Carlo radiative transfer (MCRT)
modelling assuming a multiphase, clumpy H I gas model. As a
presumably realistic description of the H I gas in the interstellar
medium (ISM) and the circumgalactic medium (CGM), the multi-
phase, clumpy model has been explored by many theoretical studies
(e.g. Neufeld 1991; Hansen & Oh 2006; Dijkstra & Kramer 2012;
Laursen et al. 2013; Gronke & Dijkstra 2016). Observationally, Li
et al. (2021) made the first successful attempt to systemically fit the
spatially-resolved Lyα profiles with the multiphase, clumpy model.
The present work is a direct follow-up of Li et al. (2021), exploring
a different parameter space with new physical interpretation of the
derived parameters.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In §2, we describe
our KCWI and MOSFIRE observations and data reduction proce-
dures. In §3, we present the spatial distribution and spectral pro-
files of Lyα emission. In §4, we present the non-detection of neb-
ular emission within LAB2 with MOSFIRE. In §5, we detail the
methodology and present the results of radiative transfer modelling
using the multiphase, clumpy model. In §6, we summarize previous
studies of LAB2 and compare with this work. In §7, we summa-
rize and conclude. Throughout this paper we adopt a flat ΛCDM
cosmology with Ωm = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685, and H0 = 67.4 km s−1
Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018). We use the following
vacuum wavelengths: 1215.67 Å for Lyα, 4862.683 Å for Hβ, and
4960.295/5008.240 Å for [O III] from the Atomic Line List v2.041.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1 KCWI Observations
The KCWI observations of LAB2 were carried out on the night of
2019 September 27, with a seeing of ∼ 0.4− 0.5′′ full width at
half maximum (FWHM). We used the KCWI large slicer, which
provides a contiguous field-of-view of 20.4′′ (slice length) × 33′′
(24 × 1.35′′ slice width). With the BM VPH grating set up for
λc = 4800 Å, the wavelength coverage is ∼ 4260− 5330 Å, with
spectral resolution R ' 1800− 2200. The data were obtained as 8
individual 1200 s exposures, with small telescope offsets in the di-
rection perpendicular to slices applied between each, in an effort
to recover some spatial resolution given the relatively large slice
width. The total on-source exposure time was 2.7 hours.
Individual exposures were reduced using the KCWI Data Re-
duction Pipeline2, which includes wavelength calibration, atmo-
spheric refraction correction, background subtraction, and flux cal-
ibration. The individual datacubes were then spatially re-sampled
onto a uniform astrometric grid with 0.3′′ by 0.3′′ spaxels, with
a sampling of 0.5 Å pix−1 (4.75 pixels per spectral resolution el-
ement) along the wavelength axis, using a variant of the ‘drizzle’
algorithm (with a drizzle factor of 0.9) in the MONTAGE3 pack-
age. The re-sampled cubes were then combined into a final stacked
cube by averaging with exposure time weighting. Owing to the
coarser spatial sampling in the long dimension of the spatial cube,
the PSF in the final datacube is elongated along the N-S direction,
with FWHM' 0.90′′×1.08′′ (X-direction and Y-direction, respec-
tively) measured from the most compact object in the field.
The resampled final datacube covers a scientifically useful
solid angle of 22.6′′ × 33.6′′ on the sky, and a wavelength range




Table 1. MOSFIRE K-band observations of LAB2.
Name Width R PA Exp Seeing Date of Obs Nod
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Slit 1 1.0 2660 −54.0 2.0 0.71 2020 Nov 27 ±20.0
Slit 2 1.0 2660 −54.0 2.5 0.45 2019 Jun 15 ±15.0
Notes. The details of the MOSFIRE K-band observations of LAB2. The columns are: (1) slit
name; (2) slit width (′′); (3) resolving power (λ/∆λ); (4) slit PA (degrees E of N); (5) exposure
time in hours; (6) seeing FWHM (′′); (7) UT date of observation; (8) nod amplitude between A
and B positions (′′).
Table 2. Continuum sources identified in LAB2.
Name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) zsys Type Refs.
M14a 22:17:39.09 +00:13:29.8 3.091 Lyα (1)(2)
LAB2-a 22:17:39.3 +00:13:22.0 ... IR (3)
LAB2-b 22:17:39.1 +00:13:30.7 ... IR (3)
LAB2-ALMA 22:17:39.079 +00:13:30.85 ... Submm (4)
LAB2-X-ray 22:17:39.08 +00:13:30.7 ... X-ray (5)
aOriginally defined in Steidel et al. (2000).
Notes. Properties of the continuum sources identified in LAB2. The columns are: (1) name of
the source; (2) right ascension; (3) declination; (4) systemic redshift; (5) type of observation; (6)
references.
References. (1) Steidel et al. (2003); (2) Nestor et al. (2013); (3) Webb et al. (2009); (4) Ao et al.
(2017); (5) Lehmer et al. (2009a).
the same dimensions was created by propagating errors based on a
noise model throughout the data reduction.
2.2 MOSFIRE Observations
We observed selected regions of LAB2, chosen to include the high-
est Lyα surface brightness areas, using MOSFIRE (McLean et al.
2010, 2012; Steidel et al. 2014) on the Keck I telescope. Spectra
in the near-IR K band (1.967 – 2.393µm) were obtained using two
slitmasks with the same sky PA, which cover two parallel regions
of width 1′′ separated by 0.25′′ on the sky, as shown in Figure 1
and summarised in Table 1. Slit 1 passes through the region with
the highest Lyα surface brightness (labeled 11 in Fig. 1), while Slit
2 abuts that region immediately to the south, and also includes a
second high SB region (labeled 13) to the southeast.
The MOSFIRE observations of Slit 1 and Slit 2 were ob-
tained on two separate observing runs, both under clear conditions
with sub-arcsec seeing. With 1.0′′ slits in the K band, MOSFIRE
achieves a spectral resolving power R∼ 2660. The data were taken
with the MOSFIRE “masknod" mode, using two telescope posi-
tions separated by 30 – 40′′ along the slit direction, with individual
exposures of 180 s between nods. The total integration times were
2.0 hours for Slit 1 and 2.5 hours for Slit 2. The data for each ob-
servation sequence were reduced using the MOSFIRE data reduc-
tion pipeline4 to produce two-dimensional, rectified, background-
subtracted vacuum wavelength calibrated spectrograms (see Steidel
et al. 2014 for details). Observations obtained on different observing
nights using the same slitmask were reduced independently; the 2-D
spectrograms were shifted into the heliocentric rest frame and com-
bined with inverse variance weighting using tasks in the MOSPEC
(Strom et al. 2017) analysis package.
3 Lyα EMISSION IN LAB2
3.1 Spatial Distribution of Lyα Emission
To provide an overview of the Lyα surface brightness (SB) distribu-
tion in LAB2, we first generated a Lyα narrow-band image by sum-
ming all the Lyα fluxes over the relevant wavelength range. Sim-
ilar to Li et al. (2021), we followed the ‘matched filtering’ proce-
dures using LSDCat (Herenz & Wisotzki 2017), specifically with
three steps: (1) applying spatial filtering to the spatially (3 pixel
× 3 pixel boxcar) and spectrally (σ = 0.5 Å Gaussian) smoothed
4 https://github.com/Keck-DataReductionPipelines/MosfireDRP
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Figure 1. Lyα and continuum images of LAB2. Left: The narrow band Lyα image, obtained by collapsing the original KCWI datacube over 4949 – 5009 Å,
which encloses the Lyα line (see §3.1). The UV continuum near the wavelength of Lyα has been subtracted. The positions of the MOSFIRE slits are delineated
by parallel yellow and orange lines (see §2.2), and the numbers (1-15, in black) indicate the positions of spectra that we sample for radiative transfer modelling
in §5. Right: The HST WFC3-IR F160W rest-frame optical continuum image. The positions of a Lyman-break galaxy (M14, labeled as ‘M’), an X-ray source
(labeled as ‘X’) with IR (‘b’) and submm (‘A’) counterparts, and an IR source (‘a’) have been marked on each image (see §3.2 and Table 2). The Lyα isophotes
with levels of SBLyα = [150, 80, 40, 20, 10]×10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 have also been overlaid, and the dashed white ellipse indicates the PSF in the final
datacube with FWHM ' 0.90′′×1.08′′ (X and Y-direction, respectively). Both images have been registered to the same world-coordinate system.
KCWI datacube using a 2D Gaussian filter with FWHM = 0.9′′ (the
seeing point spread function (PSF) measured from a bright star in
the SSA22 field); (2) applying a 1D Gaussian spectral filter with
FWHM = 500 km s−1 (a conservative lower limit on the observed
Lyα line width estimated visually); (3) generating an S/N cube with
the filtered datacube for thresholding.
We present the Lyα narrow-band image of LAB2 in the left
panel of Figure 1. It is constructed by summing all the voxels of
the continuum-subtracted filtered datacube with S/N≥ 4 over 4949
– 5009 Å (∼ –2000 – 1500 km s−1 at z ∼ 3.1), which should en-
close all possible Lyα emission. In the right panel, we present
the HST WFC3-IR F160W rest-frame optical continuum image
of LAB25 for comparison. The positions of previously identified
sources are marked on each image as references. Thus far, multiple
sources have been identified in LAB2: an LBG M14 (Steidel et al.
2000), an X-ray source (Basu-Zych & Scharf 2004; Lehmer et al.
2009a) with IR (LAB2-b, Webb et al. 2009) and submm (LAB2-
ALMA, Ao et al. 2017) counterparts, and an IR source detected
by Spitzer IRAC (LAB2-a, Webb et al. 2009). The detailed infor-
mation for all the identified sources are presented in Table 2. The
Lyα isophotes (contours with the same SB) with levels of SBLyα =
[150, 80, 40, 20, 10]×10−19 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 have also been
overlaid onto each image.
In Figure 1, we see that the extended Lyα emission can be
separated mainly in three distinct regions – the northeast (as indi-
cated by a number ‘1’), the northwest (as indicated by a number
‘2’), and the south region. Among them, the south region has the
largest extent. In this extended region there appears to be a high SB
5 The KCWI and HST images have been registered to the same world-
coordinate system using cross-correlation.
center (as indicated by a number ‘11’), yet neither M14 nor the X-
ray source is close to this position – instead, they are located in the
northeast outskirts where the Lyα SB is relatively low. In addition,
the variation of the Lyα SB with respect to the maximum value is
highly direction-dependent. Two regions exhibiting monotonically
declining Lyα SB towards the northeast and southeast directions are
evident, the former of which is more elongated.
3.2 Profiles of Lyα Emission & Blue-to-red Flux Ratio
The diverse Lyα profiles in three extended Lyα emitting regions as
well as their outskirts are shown in Figure 2. The small northwest
region exhibits a narrow double-peak profile with significant flux
between the peaks. Both the northeast and the south region exhibit a
similar pattern of an increase in the blue-to-red flux ratio (Fblue/Fred)
towards the outer, lower SB regions. We illustrate this quantitatively
in Figure 3.
To calculate the blue-to-red flux ratio of the spectrum of
each pixel, we first identified the local minimum (trough) between
two peaks of the continuum-subtracted, spatially and spectrally
smoothed spectrum, and then integrated both blueward and redward
until the flux density goes to zero. The blue-to-red flux ratio is sim-
ply the ratio of the integrated fluxes of the blue peak (Fblue) and the
red peak (Fred). In the left panel of Figure 3, we show the spatial dis-
tribution of Fblue/Fred of LAB2 with SB contours overlaid. It can be
seen that Fblue/Fred is lowest in the highest SB region, and increases
outwards as the SB decreases. Regions with Fblue/Fred > 1 are ev-
ident in the outskirts at three different directions: north, southeast
and southwest, which is potentially a signature of accreting gas (see
e.g. Zheng & Miralda-Escudé 2002; Dijkstra et al. 2006b; Faucher-
Giguère et al. 2010).
In the right panel of Figure 3, we show in a 2D density map
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (0000)




































































Figure 2. Fifteen representative continuum-subtracted, spatially-resolved and normalised Lyα profiles (black, with grey 1-σ error bars) from the high SB
regions in LAB2. The spectrum number of each spectrum has been marked on the SB map in Figure 1. All the spectra have been smoothed by a 3 pixel ×
3 pixel boxcar (0.9′′) spatially and Gaussian smoothed (σ = 0.5 Å) in the wavelength dimension. As we will detail in §5.2.1, the multiphase, clumpy model
best-fits (red, with orange 1-σ Poisson errors) and the shell model best-fits (blue, with cyan 1-σ Poisson errors) are both shown in each subpanel. The observed
Lyα spectra have also been shifted by –∆vclumpy to their local systemic redshifts (as determined by the best-fits), and the shell model best-fits are shifted
correspondingly as well for direct comparison. For each subpanel, the x-axis is the velocity (in km s−1) with respect to the local systemic redshift, and the
y-axis is the normalised line flux. For visual reference, the horizontal and vertical black dashed lines in each subpanel indicate zero flux level and zero velocity
with respect to the local systemic redshift, respectively. The vertical blue dashed lines indicate the initial guess for the systemic redshift (z = 3.09 for spectrum
1 and z = 3.098 for all other spectra).
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Figure 3. The spatial distribution of the blue-to-red flux ratio (Fblue/Fred) and its relation to SB. Left: The map of Fblue/Fred of LAB2 with Lyα SB contours
overlaid (same as in Figure 1 but in yellow color) and spectrum numbers marked (same as in Figure 1 but in yellow color for spectra 3 and 14 for clarity). The
black contour indicates where Fblue/Fred = 1. It can be seen that Fblue/Fred is the lowest in the highest SB region, and increases outwards as the SB decreases.
Right: The 2D density map of Fblue/Fred versus SB (on log scale) for all the individual pixels (as shown with grey points) with log SB > –18.0 (i.e. within the
outermost yellow contour in the left panel). A simple power-law fit yields Fblue/Fred ∝ SB−0.4, as shown in the orange dashed line. Note the anti-correlation
between Fblue/Fred and Lyα SB, which may be due to the decline of the projected line-of-sight outflow velocity and the increase of inflow velocity towards the
blob outskirts. Also shown on the right are the unweighted (blue curve) and SB-weighted (red curve) frequency distributions of Fblue/Fred. Both distributions
peak at Fblue/Fred < 1, where the SB-weighted one leans more towards lower Fblue/Fred.
how Fblue/Fred varies with SB for all the individual pixels with
log SB > –18.0 (i.e. within the outermost yellow contour in the left
panel). We see that as SB increases, Fblue/Fred (as shown with grey
points) tends to decrease. A simple power-law fit yields Fblue/Fred ∝
SB−0.4 (as shown in the orange dashed line). This trend may be due
to a combination of: (1) the decline of the projected line-of-sight
outflow velocity towards the outskirts of the halo (where the SB is
low), assuming a central, roughly symmetric outflow exists (we will
quantitatively test this hypothesis in §5.2.4); (2) the increase of in-
flow velocity at the blob outskirts. Such a transition from outflow to
inflow-domination has been observed at∼ 50 kpc for a large sample
of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2 (Chen et al. 2020). We also show
the unweighted and SB-weighted pixel frequency distributions of
Fblue/Fred. Both distributions peak at Fblue/Fred < 1, where the SB-
weighted one leans more towards lower Fblue/Fred. It suggests that
our spatially-resolved (not SB-weighted) observations may be bet-
ter at detecting blue-dominated Lyα profiles that would be other-
wise missed in spatially-integrated (SB-weighted) observations.
The anti-correlation between the median Fblue/Fred and SB ob-
served here is similar to the trend observed by Erb et al. (2018),
who studied the Lyα halo of a low-mass star-forming galaxy at z =
2.3 and found that the red peak dominates in the central, high SB
region, whereas Fblue/Fred & 1 in the outskirts of the halo. They also
reported an anti-correlation between Fblue/Fred and peak separation,
which we do not observe in LAB2. Such a difference may reflect the
intrinsic difference between Lyα halos illuminated by a single star-
forming galaxy and by potentially multiple sources with various
powering mechanisms (as in LAB2). We have also checked several
other spectral properties, such as trough position, spectrum width
and peak separation, but no significant trends have been found.
4 NON-DETECTION OF NEBULAR EMISSION LINES
In this section, we summarize the results of our MOSFIRE obser-
vations. We have searched through both slits for nebular emission
lines and found no significant detection of [O III] or Hβ emission at
any location (especially where the Lyα SB is the highest) on either
slit within the region covered by LAB2. For the [O III]λ5008 line,
we measured 2-σ flux upper limits of 2.8× 10−18 and 2.5× 10−18
erg s−1 cm−2 for Slit 1 and 2 respectively, using a window with spa-
tial size of 3′′ and spectral width of σ = 75 km s−1 assuming a sys-
temic redshift of z = 3.098 (inferred from the following radiative
transfer modelling in §5).
Although the non-detection of the nebular emission lines is
puzzling, it is clear that the Lyα profiles near the high SB center are
red-dominated and suggest the presence of outflows, which is most
likely due to star formation or AGN-driven winds. It is therefore
reasonable to hypothesize the existence of star-forming galaxies or
AGNs hidden by dust extinction and/or contamination of a fore-
ground source (see the right panel of Figure 1 for the location of
a possible low-z interloper) near the Lyα SB peak. Our subsequent
radiative transfer modelling analysis is also based on this assumed
‘central powering + scattering’ scenario6.
5 RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELLING USING THE
MULTIPHASE CLUMPY MODEL
5.1 Methodology
To decode physical properties of the gas in LAB2 from the observa-
tional data, we used radiative transfer modelling to fit the spatially-
resolved Lyα profiles. Similar to Li et al. (2021), we adopted a mul-
tiphase, clumpy model, which assumes cool, spherical H I clumps
moving within a hot, ionized inter-clump medium (ICM) (Laursen
et al. 2013; Gronke & Dijkstra 2016). The most crucial parame-
ters of this model include: (1) the cloud covering factor ( fcl), which
is the mean number of clumps per line-of-sight from the center to
6 One may speculate that the ‘cold accretion’ scenario can also produce red-
dominated profiles if aided by IGM absorption preferentially on the blue
side. However, such a scenario is likely to result in multiple (e.g. triple)
peaks at z ∼ 3, which we have not observed in LAB2 (Byrohl & Gronke
2020)
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Table 3. Parameter values of the grids of models.
Model Parameter Definition Values
(1) (2) (3) (4)
log nHI, ICM ICM H I number density (-7.5, -6.5, -5.5, -4.5, -4.0) log cm
−3
FV Volume filling factor (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6)
Clumpy σcl Clump velocity dispersion (0, 100, . . . , 800) km s
−1
vcl Clump outflow velocity (0, 100, . . . , 800) km s
−1
∆vclumpy Velocity shift [-200, 200] km s
−1
vexp Shell expansion velocity (0, 2, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, . . . , 490) km s−1
log NHI,shell Shell H I column density (16.0, 16.2, . . . , 21.8) log cm
−2
Shell log Tshell Shell (effective) temperature (3.0, 3.4, . . . , 5.8) log K
σi Intrinsic spectrum width [1, 800] km s
−1 (continuous)
∆vshell Velocity shift [-200, 200] km s
−1 (continuous)
Notes. The parameter values of the model grids that we used for fitting the Lyα profiles. The
columns are: (1) model type; (2) parameter name; (3) definition of the parameter; (4) parameter
values on the grid. Note that negative values for vcl and vexp are also allowed in the fitting.
the boundary of the simulation sphere; (2) the residual7 H I number
density in the ICM (nHI, ICM), which determines the depth of the ab-
sorption trough; (3) the kinematics of the clumps, consisting of an
isotropic Gaussian random motion (characterized by σcl, the veloc-
ity dispersion of the clumps) and a symmetric radial outflow with a
constant velocity vcl.
Note that Lyα radiative transfer in such a multiphase, clumpy
medium exhibits two characteristic regimes defined by the values
of fcl (Gronke et al. 2016, 2017). If fcl is much larger than a criti-
cal value fcl,crit (which is a function of the H I column density and
kinematics of the clumps, see Appendix B of Li et al. (2021) for
a detailed derivation), the photons would escape as if the medium
is homogeneous and the emergent spectra are similar to those pre-
dicted by the ‘shell model’ (Gronke et al. 2017). Otherwise, for a
moderate number of clumps per line-of-sight, the photons preferen-
tially travel in the hot ionized ICM and escape close to the Lyα line
center.
We constructed a four-dimensional hypercubic grid of mod-
els by varying the aforementioned four crucial physical parame-
ters: [lognHI, ICM,FV,σcl,vcl]8. The prior ranges of the parameters
are summarized in Table 3. We fixed the subdominant parameters,
such as the clump temperature Tcl to 104 K, the ICM temperature
TICM to 106 K, and the clump column density to 1017 cm−2 (Mc-
Court et al. 2018) in order to reduce the dimensionality of the pa-
rameter space. We varied an additional parameter, ∆vclumpy, contin-
uously in post-processing9. This ∆vclumpy parameter represents the
best-fit systemic redshift of the Lyα source function relative to z =
3.098 (the initial guess for the systemic redshift – it is where the
trough of most Lyα spectra is located)10. Furthermore, we consid-
ered inflow velocities (i.e. vcl < 0) by mirroring the model spectra
with respect to the line center.
Such a configuration amounts to 1620 models in total. Each
model is calculated via radiative transfer using 10000 Lyα photon
packages generated from a Gaussian intrinsic spectrum N(0, σ2i,cl),
where σi,cl = 12.85 km s−1 is the canonical thermal velocity disper-
sion of T = 104 K gas. To properly explore the multimodal pos-
terior of the parameters, we used a python nested sampling pack-
age dynesty (Skilling 2004, 2006; Speagle 2020) for our fitting
pipeline.
7 Here we have assumed that the hydrogen in the hot ICM is highly ionized
and only a very small fraction exists in the form of H I (i.e. xHI, ICM 1).
8 For convenience we varied FV rather than fcl when generating clumps.
These two parameters are proportionally related via the relation fcl =
3rgal/4rcl FV, where rgal = 5 kpc is the radius of the simulation sphere and
rcl = 50 pc is the clump radius (hence fcl = 75 FV in our case).
9 Different from Li et al. (2021), we set the ICM as static (i.e. vICM = 0),
as we found that vICM is degenerate with ∆vclumpy (i.e. forcing vICM to be 0
simply yields ∆vclumpy→∆vclumpy− vICM).
10 Note that the northeast Lyα emitting region is located at a lower redshift,
z = 3.09, which we adopted as the initial guess for spectrum 1.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Fits & Derived Parameters
We selected fifteen representative Lyα spectra from the high SB
regions in LAB2 for further model fitting. The positions of these
spectra are shown in Figure 1, and the profiles are shown in Figure
2. All spectra were extracted at the center of a 3 pixel × 3 pixel
boxcar from the spatially and spectrally smoothed KCWI datacube.
In addition to using the multiphase, clumpy models to fit the
Lyα spectra, we also adopted the widely used ‘shell model’ (e.g.
Ahn et al. 2003; Verhamme et al. 2006; Dijkstra et al. 2006b).
A similar three-dimensional cubic grid of shell models was con-
structed by varying three parameters: the shell expansion velocity
vexp, the shell H I column density logNHI, shell, and the effective tem-
perature of H I in the shell, logTshell. Two more parameters, namely
the intrinsic line width σi and the velocity shift with respect to the
initial guess for the systemic redshift (z = 3.09 for spectrum 1 and
z = 3.098 for all other spectra), ∆vshell, are varied continuously in
post-processing11.
During the fitting procedure, each model spectrum is calcu-
lated via linear flux interpolation on the model grid and is convolved
with the KCWI line-spread function (LSF, a Gaussian with σ = 65
km s−1) before being compared to the observed Lyα profiles. To
better reproduce the profiles dominated by a blue peak (e.g. spectra
3, 4, 14 and 15), we have also incorporated model spectra with neg-
ative vcl or vexp that have been ‘mirrored’ in the velocity space from
their positive vcl/vexp counterparts into our calculation. The best-fit
model spectra are also shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, one can see that, in most cases, both the multi-
phase, clumpy model fits and shell model fits match the observed
Lyα profiles reasonably well. The values of the fitted parameters
are presented in Table 4, and the derived joint and marginal pos-
terior probability distributions are presented in Appendix A. One
prominent difference between the fits of two different models is
that many multiphase, clumpy model fits have residual flux density
at the Lyα line center, whereas the shell model fits almost always
have zero flux density at the minimum. This is because [ fcl,nHI, ICM]
and NHI, shell are responsible for setting the peak separation in the re-
spective model. In the shell model, the required NHI, shell by the data
is & 1019 cm−2, which already corresponds to a very high maximum
optical depth that yields saturated absorption. Whereas in the mul-
tiphase, clumpy model, the required fcl and nHI, ICM by the data only
correspond to a moderate optical depth that still allows Lyα photons
to escape at line center.
Motivated by the fact that certain parameters from both models
should control similar Lyα spectral properties, we further attempted
to find the link between the two models by correlating parameter
pairs. We have observed two significant (& 5σ) positive correlations
between: (1) σcl and σi; (2) vcl and vexp. We have also performed lin-
ear regressions to these correlations and estimated the uncertainties
in the coefficients (slope m and intercept b) by perturbing the data
points with asymmetric Gaussian noise with amplitude proportional
to the error bars. The results are shown in Figure 4.
The existence of these two significant correlations can be eas-
ily understood since the parameter pairs control the same spectral
properties, namely the spectrum width and the red-to-blue flux ra-
tio. Interestingly, we see that σcl ≤ σi and |vcl| ≥ |vexp| are almost
always true. These results naturally alleviated the tension be-
tween the fitted shell model parameters and the observational
constraints reported in e.g. Orlitová et al. (2018), namely: (1) the
11 The detailed configuration of the shell model is presented in Gronke et al.
(2015), and an example of fitting Lyα spectra with a grid of shell models is
presented, for instance, in Gronke (2017).
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Figure 4. Correlations between the multiphase, clumpy model parameters and the shell model parameters. Two significant (& 5σ) positive correlations exist
between: (1) vcl and vexp; (2) σcl and σi. The ∆vclumpy v.s. ∆vshell−vexp correlation is insignificant, but the data points (excluding spectra 1 and 3) are broadly
consistent with a 1-to-1 relation within 2σ uncertainties. The color-coded points represent different Lyα spectra (see Figure 1 and 2). The 2-σ uncertainties
of the data points are indicated by grey error bars. The level of significance of each correlation and the linear best-fit coefficients (slope m and intercept b,
with 1-σ uncertainties) are shown at the upper left corner in each panel. The orange shaded region represent the range of twenty best-fits of the data points
perturbed by their uncertainties.
Table 4. Fitted parameters and derived quantities of the multiphase, clumpy model and the shell model.
Clumpy Model Parameters Derived Parameters Shell Model Parameters
No. RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) log nHI, ICM FV σcl vcl ∆vclumpy fcl/ fcl,crit logτ0,ICM vexp log NHI, shell log Tshell σi ∆vshell
(cm−3) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (cm−2) (K) (km s−1) (km s−1)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)

























































































































































































































































































































































Notes. Fitted parameters (averages and 2.5% – 97.5% quantiles, i.e. 2-σ confidence intervals) of the multiphase clumpy model and shell model, and derived
quantities. The columns are: (1) the spectrum number (as marked in Figure 2); (2) the right ascension of the center of the extracted region; (3) the declination
of the center of the extracted region; (4) the H I number density in the ICM; (5) the cloud volume filling factor; (6) the velocity dispersion of the clumps; (7)
the radial outflow velocity of the clumps; (8) the velocity shift relative to the initial guess for the systemic redshift (z = 3.09 for spectrum 1 and z = 3.098
for all other spectra; a negative/positive value means that the best-fit model spectrum has been blue/redshifted to match the data); (9) the clump covering
fraction (defined as the number of clumps per line-of-sight) normalised by the critical clump covering fraction. In our case fcl = 75 FV. The critical clump
covering fraction, fcl,crit, determines different physical regimes and is calculated via Eq. (B3) in Li et al. (2021); (10) the optical depth at the Lyα line center
of the H I in the ICM; (11) the expansion velocity of the shell; (12) the H I column density of the shell; (13) the H I temperature of the shell; (14) the required
intrinsic line width; (15) the velocity shift relative to the initial guess for the systemic redshift.
required σi are on average three times broader than the observed
non-resonant Balmer lines; (2) the derived vexp are smaller than the
outflow velocities determined from UV absorption lines. This sug-
gests that the photon scattering between randomly moving clumps
may be an efficient way of broadening Lyα profiles and circumvent-
ing overlarge σi (see also Hashimoto et al. 2015), and that vcl in the
clumpy medium is less efficient at increasing the spectrum asym-
metry than vexp. Such distinctions reflect the intrinsic differences
between two models: in the shell model, all the photons have to tra-
verse the shell and thus are shaped by the same shell outflow/inflow
MNRAS 000, 1–13 (0000)
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velocity; whereas in the multiphase, clumpy model, the photons can
randomly walk between the clumps or even diffuse outwards with
their frequencies unaffected12 (Neufeld 1991; Gronke & Dijkstra
2016). This means that the effective outflow velocity ‘experienced’
by the photons in the multiphase, clumpy model is smaller than that
in the shell model, which needs to be compensated by a larger vcl.
Furthermore, as scattering orthogonally off the flowing clumps may
yield additional broadening to the spectra (Li et al. 2021), the σcl
values required to achieve the large observed widths of Lyα profiles
are lower.
By the same token, correlations between (1) nHI, ICM (and FV13)
and NHI, shell; (2) ∆vclumpy and ∆vshell− vexp may exist, as they con-
trol the peak separation and trough position14, respectively. How-
ever, we found that the former correlation is insignificant, as the
best-fits from two models prefer different peak separations in many
cases (see e.g. spectra 7, 8, 10 and 13). The latter correlation is
also insignificant (. 2σ) with two apparent outliers – for spectrum
1, the multiphase, clumpy model prefers outflow, whereas the shell
model prefers inflow; for spectrum 3, the absorption for both best-
fits are saturated so that extended troughs are produced. The other
13 data points are broadly consistent with a 1-to-1 relation within
2σ uncertainties. Such a correspondence between ∆vclumpy and
∆vshell− vexp may resolve an additional inconsistency reported in
Orlitová et al. (2018), i.e. the best-fit systemic redshifts (∆vshell)
from the shell model are larger by 10 – 250 km s−1 than those de-
termined from optical emission lines. Further observations of non-
resonant lines that are available for other objects are necessary for
a decisive conclusion.
We have not found any straightforward analytic mapping func-
tions that can directly convert the best-fit parameters from one
model to the other. In our future work, we will explore whether such
analytic mapping functions exist between certain parameters first in
the fcl fcl,crit regime, and then in the regime that we have explored
in this work, i.e. fcl is higher than fcl,crit but mostly within one or-
der of magnitude, where only qualitative trends between parameter
pairs have been observed.
Although the shell model fits have comparable likelihoods to
the multiphase, clumpy model fits, they are less likely to be informa-
tive of the actual physical conditions in the circumgalactic medium
(CGM), because (1) the shell model only has a single phase of H I
with low-to-medium effective temperature (Tshell ∼ 104−5K); (2) the
aforementioned vexp,σi and ∆vshell values that are inconsistent with
the observational constraints (e.g. Orlitová et al. 2018). Whereas
the multiphase, clumpy model is not only likely a more realistic
description of the CGM (Tumlinson et al. 2017), but it also yields
more reasonable physical parameters (as we will elaborate below).
Therefore, we will focus on the multiphase, clumpy model in the
rest of this paper.
5.2.2 Interpretation of Fitted Parameters
In this section, we discuss how realistic the fitted parameters of the
multiphase, clumpy model are compared to other studies.
(i) Covering fraction of the cool clumps: The derived volume fill-
ing factors (FV) range from ∼ 0.2 – 0.5, which convert to covering
factors ( fcl) of∼ 15 – 40. Such high covering factors effectively cor-
respond to covering fractions of unity15 (Laursen et al. 2013). This
12 Note that we focused on the fcl/ fcl,crit ' 1−10 regime in this work.
13 Both nHI, ICM and FV (or fcl) contribute to the effective column density
in the multiphase, clumpy model (see Eq. (1) in Gronke & Dijkstra 2016).
14 Note that we have set vICM = 0 in this work; otherwise a correlation
between ∆vclumpy− vICM and ∆vshell− vexp (where the optical depth is at
the maximum) is expected in a moving ICM.
15 This is true especially in the central region; in the outskirts the cover-
result is consistent with the recent findings in Wisotzki et al. (2018),
where they observed low SB Lyα emission surrounding high-z faint
galaxies with MUSE and claimed that the H I covering fractions
around galaxies should be sufficiently close to unity at z > 3, as-
suming the spatial distribution of circumgalactic H I is similar to the
Lyα-emitting gas. Additionally, high H I covering fractions around
galaxies have also been observed at lower redshifts (z < 2, see e.g.
Chen et al. 2001; Prochaska et al. 2011; Rudie et al. 2012; Tumlin-
son et al. 2013), suggesting that large H I covering fractions should
be universally present across different cosmic epochs.
(ii) Velocity of the cool clumps: The derived clump velocity dis-
persions (σcl) range from ∼ 300 – 600 km s−1, which correspond
to a dynamical halo mass of Mdyn ∼ 1013M, consistent with the
predicted halo masses from the Millennium simulations (see Eq. 3
in Li et al. 2021 and discussions therein). The clump outflow veloc-
ities (vcl) range from∼ 100 – 500 km s−1, which yield considerable
cloud lifetimes (or even cloud growth) in the hot ICM (Gronke &
Oh 2018; Li et al. 2020, 2021). Future observations may provide
additional constraints on the relative velocities between the cool
clumps and the ICM derived from simplistic configurations in this
work.
In terms of the survival of cool clumps, it is also helpful
to consider the thermal sound speed of the hot ICM, cs, ICM ∼√
kB TICM/mp ∼ 100kms−1. Therefore, the Mach numbers of the
cool clumpsMcl ≡ vcl/cs, ICM or σcl/cs, ICM ∼ 1−5, which are tran-
sonic or mildly supersonic. These Mach numbers are realistic for
circumgalactic gas, and may slightly affect the dynamics of the cool
clumps in the hot medium (see e.g. Scannapieco & Brüggen 2015;
Sparre et al. 2020).
(iii) Energy contribution from the inflowing gas: We have ob-
served signatures of gas inflow at the blob outskirts (see the blue-
peak dominated spectra 3, 4, 14 and 15 and the inferred negative
‘outflow’ velocities), and it is possible to estimate the associated
cooling luminosity. The mass flow rate of the inflowing H I gas is
given by:
ṀHI = 4πR2h ρHI
dr
dt
= 4πR2h ρHIvinflow (1)
where Rh is the halo radius and vinflow is the gas inflow velocity. The








where nHI,clump is the clump H I number density, mH is the mass of
a hydrogen atom, and rcl is the clump radius. The total number of





With all these relations, the cooling luminosity generated from the














ing fraction may decrease even for a homogeneous clump distribution (as
assumed in this work). Technically, the effective covering factor to an exter-




R , which corresponds to an (area) covering
fraction of fA(b) = 1− exp( f̃cl), i.e. one minus the Possion probability of
photons intersecting with zero clumps. Here R is the radius of the studied
region, and b is the projected distance from the center of the region relative
to the line-of-sight.
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Note that we have fixed NHI,clump = 1017 cm−2, and f is the ra-
dius ratio of the halo and the clumps (100 in our radiative trans-
fer calculations). Taking FV ∼ 0.5, Mh ∼ 1013M and vinflow ∼
400kms−1(the median of the derived inflow velocities16), we get
Lcool ∼ 3× 1042 ergs−1. This value is still more than one order of
magnitude lower than the observed Lyα luminosity of LAB2, even
if all the cooling luminosity is emitted in Lyα. Therefore, we con-
clude that the infalling of cool gas (cold accretion) plays a minor
role in powering LAB2. This conclusion is consistent with the re-
cent result of Ao et al. (2020), where they also found for a z ∼
2.3 LAB that cool gas infalling helps produce blue-peak dominated
Lyα profiles, but is a subdominant powering mechanism compared
to the photo-ionization process by embedded star-forming galaxies
and/or AGNs.
(iv) Residual H I density in the ICM: The derived H I number
densities correspond to column densities of nHI, ICMrgal ∼ 1015 −
1018 cm−2 (recall that rgal = 5 kpc is the radius of the simulation
sphere) and Lyα optical depths at line center of τ0,ICM ∼ 10− 103.
Such column densities are high enough to contribute to the broaden-
ing of Lyα spectra and produce (unsaturated) absorption at the line
center. Taking the LAB2 halo radius as Rh ∼ 50 kpc, the derived
nHI, ICM values correspond to actual residual H I number densities of
∼ 10−8− 10−5 cm−3. These values are moderately higher than the
expected values assuming collisional ionization equilibrium, i.e. hy-
drogen number density nH, ICM∼ 10−3−10−2 cm−3 and H I fraction
xHI, ICM ∼ 10−6 at TICM = 106K (Dopita & Sutherland 2003), but the
difference is not significant especially considering that the highest
nHI, ICM values (e.g. spectra 2 – 5) appear close to the X-ray/submm
continuum sources, which may be due to galactic feedback (see e.g.
§2.2 of McQuinn 2016).
5.2.3 Fitting Spectra at Different Spatial Positions
Simultaneously
In this section, we attempt to fit multiple spatially-resolved Lyα
profiles with multiphase, clumpy models in a more self-consistent
way. We demonstrate that we can fit Lyα spectra at different dis-
tances from a high SB center (i.e. at different impact parameters)
simultaneously in one fitting run17.
As illustrated in Figure 5, we chose spectra from three equally-
spaced regions along a line (in projection) with respect to the high
SB center (spectra 9, 10 and 11) to perform our fit. For each model
calculated in the fitting procedure, the Lyα photon packages (10000
in total) are separated into three different bins, according to the im-
pact parameter18 of their last-scattering locations: 0.05 < b/bmax ≤
0.35, 0.35< b/bmax ≤ 0.65 and 0.65< b/bmax ≤ 0.95, where bmax is
the largest impact parameter of all the scattered Lyα photons. In this
way, the representative photons included in each bin are numerous
enough to construct a meaningful model spectrum. At every likeli-
hood evaluation call, each observed Lyα spectrum is compared to
the corresponding ‘binned’ model spectrum, and the likelihood is
simply the sum of the likelihoods of three binned models.
The fitting results are shown in Figure 5. We found that the
likelihoods of the binned fits are comparable to those of the indi-
16 Note that the values of inferred inflow velocities (spectra 3, 4, 14 and 15)
all have considerable uncertainties.
17 We have also attempted to fit spectra at different spatial positions assum-
ing an identified continuum source (e.g. M14 or the X-ray source) as the
central Lyα emitting source, but these attempts turned out to be unsuccess-
ful. This is because in an outflow model the inner photons tend to be more
red-dominated than the outer photons, which is opposite to the observed
trend away from any continuum source (cf. §3.2)
18 Here we define impact parameter b as the projected distance from the
highest SB center relative to the line-of-sight. In the model, we ‘rotate‘ the
grid for each photon so all escape in the same direction.
vidual fits (which were obtained by fitting spectra at each location
independently). Moreover, the derived vcl of this ‘combined fit’ is
fully consistent with the value of the individual fit of spectrum 11.
One notable discrepancy is that the outermost binned model (0.65
< b/bmax ≤ 0.95) failed to fully reproduce the Lyα flux density
minimum near the systemic velocity of spectrum 9, which may be
due to the assumption that nHI, ICM is constant over the whole simu-
lated region, whereas in reality the residual H I density in the ICM
may vary spatially or extend beyond the multiphase medium. It is
therefore possible to remedy this mismatch by considering models
with radially-varying nHI, ICM. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated
the possibility of fitting spectra with different impact parameters si-
multaneously in a self-consistent manner. Further applications and
extensions to the model are left to future work.
5.2.4 vcl v.s. b: A Simple Projection?
As presented in Table 4, the inferred outflow velocities of the cool
clumps, vcl, vary significantly at different positions. Here we test
whether this variation can be consistent with being a projection ef-
fect, i.e. the derived vcl values from the multiphase, clumpy models
are simply the projected line-of-sight components of an isotropic
outflow velocity.
The line-of-sight component of an isotropic outflow velocity is





where vLOS is the observed line-of-sight outflow velocity, viso is the
isotropic outflow velocity, θ is the angle between the line-of-sight
and the isotropic outflow velocity, b is the impact parameter of the
observed location, and bmax is the maximum impact parameter of the
observed region (or the radius if the region is spherically symmet-
ric). We further examined Eq. (6) by plotting the vcl values derived
from individual fits19 along with the range of fitted vcl v.s. b curves
in the right panel of Figure 6. A reference vcl v.s. b curve from the
combined fit of spectra 9, 10 and 11 is also plotted for compari-
son, which is generated by setting viso = 604+36−46 km s
−1 (the vcl of
the combined fit of spectra 9, 10 and 11) and bmax = 33 kpc (calcu-
lated by mapping the geometric distances in the model to the actual
physical distances20) in Eq. (6).
As can be seen in Figure 6, the reference vcl v.s. b curve from
the combined fit (blue solid and dashed lines) is fairly consistent
with the vcl values derived from individual fits (as well as the fitted
viso and bmax values) within 1-σ uncertainties, suggesting the varia-
tions in vcl may be simply the projection of a radial outflow along
the line-of-sight. Therefore, we conclude that the observed variation
in vcl with respect to b can be reasonably accounted for by a sim-
ple line-of-sight projection effect. This would also naturally explain
the observed increase in Fblue/Fred ratio towards the blob outskirts,
as Fblue/Fred is inversely correlated with vcl (see §3.2), although the
blue-dominated spectra at the very largest distances require inflows.
6 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF LAB2
Here we summarize the results of previous studies of LAB2 and
compare with the present work. We classify different studies ac-
cording to the wavelengths of their observations:
19 Here we selected eight red-peak dominated spectra that are close to the
Lyα SB center (i.e. spectrum 11) from the south high SB region: spectra 5,
6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.
20 Specifically, the geometric distance between spectra 9 and 10 in the
model is 0.3 bmax, and the actual physical distance between these two lo-
cations are 9.9 kpc. Hence bmax = 33 kpc.
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Figure 5. Results of fitting spatially-resolved Lyα spectra (9, 10 and 11) at different impact parameters simultaneously. Left: Illustration of how different
photon bins are constructed in the multiphase, clumpy model. The ranges of impact parameters of three different Lyα photon bins are: 0.05 < b/bmax ≤
0.35, 0.35 < b/bmax ≤ 0.65 and 0.65 < b/bmax ≤ 0.95, where bmax is the largest impact parameter of all the scattered Lyα photons. The solid red arrows
represent an isotropic outflow of the cool clumps with velocity viso, and the dashed red arrow represents the observed clump outflow velocity projected along
the line-of-sight, vLOS. Middle: Three aligned and equally-spaced Lyα spectra (black, with grey 1-σ error bars) and the corresponding binned best-fits (red,
with orange 1-σ Poisson errors). The likelihoods of the binned fits are comparable to those of the individual fits. Right: The Lyα SB map, with the alignment
of three modeled spectra indicated by a black arrow.
Optical: Steidel et al. (2000) first discovered LAB2 using
narrow-band imaging and provided its angular size (∼ 15′′), Lyα lu-
minosity (∼ 9.0×1043 erg s−1) and limits on the rest-frame equiv-
alent width (& 370 Å). They also identified a velocity shear of
∼ 2000 km s−1 with respect to the LBG, M14.
Wilman et al. (2005) carried out IFU observations using
SAURON on the 4.2 m William Herschel Telescope (WHT) on La
Palma. They observed the ubiquitous ‘double-peak + central trough’
feature of most Lyα profiles in LAB2, and modeled the profiles with
a Gaussian emission line and a superimposed Voigt profile absorber.
They claimed that the profiles can be explained by an ‘intrinsic
Lyα emission + H I shell absorption’ model, where the shell is the
cool material swept-up by starburst-driven outflows (‘superwinds’).
They also noted that a large foreground absorber that covers the
whole blob is unlikely, as the absorber would have an unreasonably
large size.
Martin et al. (2014) made further IFU observations using the
Palomar Cosmic Web Imager (PCWI). They proposed that the Lyα
emission could be produced by either AGN fluorescence or gravita-
tional cooling radiation. They also claimed that there is evidence
of both inflows and outflows at different viewing angles, which
is consistent with our findings that both blue-dominated and red-
dominated Lyα profiles exist in LAB2.
X-ray: Basu-Zych & Scharf (2004) first detected an obscured
hard X-ray source in the Chandra 2 – 8 keV band. They claimed that
the unabsorbed X-ray luminosity (∼ 1044 erg s−1) is consistent with
an AGN. Deeper Chandra observations have been carried out in
Lehmer et al. (2009a,b), based on which Geach et al. (2009) claimed
that the UV luminosity of the AGN alone is sufficient to power the
whole blob via photoionization. However, as we have shown in Fig-
ure 1 and subsequent analyses, the location of the AGN with respect
to the Lyα emission is difficult to reconcile with the Lyα morphol-
ogy.
IR: Geach et al. (2007) carried out Spitzer observations at
IRAC (3.6 – 8 µm) and MIPS (24 µm). They reported detections
at three positions in LAB2 (named a, b and c), where b is likely
the counterpart of the X-ray source, and c is a foreground source at
lower redshift21. Webb et al. (2009) further confirmed the detection
of a and b in the IRAC bands, and we have marked their positions
in Figure 1.
Submm: Chapman et al. (2001) first reported a 3.3± 1.2 mJy
detection at 850 µm within the ∼15′′ beam of SCUBA. Geach
et al. (2005) studied the relation between the Lyα luminiosity and
the bolometric luminosity of 23 LABs and noted that LAB2 is an
outlier of the relation, which could be due to the effect of AGN
and other environmental factors. However, a recent study by Hine
et al. (2016b) reported a non-detection at 850 µm using SCUBA-
2. Another recent study by Ao et al. (2017) reported a significant
0.91± 0.10 mJy detection at 850 µm using ALMA, which coin-
cides with the X-ray detection from Lehmer et al. (2009a).
Previous studies on LAB2 focused mainly on qualitatively
studying the continuum sources (e.g. the LBG M14 and the X-ray
source) in terms of their energy budgets and/or analysing the ob-
served Lyα profiles with empirical tools without carrying out ra-
21 We found that detection c is close to the position where the Lyα SB is
the highest (see the left panel of Figure 1). Unfortunately, its mid-IR colors
suggest that it should be a foreground galaxy at z < 1 (Geach et al. 2007;
Webb et al. 2009). In our KCWI datacube, the location of its Ca II H and K
lines suggests a redshift of z = 0.213.
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Figure 6. The relation between the clump outflow velocity (vcl) and the im-
pact parameter (b). The color-coded points represent vcl values (with 1-σ
error bars shown in grey) derived from individual fits of eight different Lyα
spectra from the south high SB region, and the orange shaded region repre-
sent the range of twenty best-fits (using Eq. 6) of the data points perturbed
by their 1-σ uncertainties. The best-fit parameters with 1-σ uncertainties are
also shown in the lower left. The blue solid and dashed curves are reference




the combined fit) and bmax = 33 kpc (calculated by mapping the geometric
distances in the model to the actual physical distances in Eq. 6). The refer-
ence vcl v.s. b curve from the combined fit is fairly consistent with the vcl
values derived from individual fits (as well as the fitted viso and bmax values)
within 1-σ uncertainties, suggesting the variations in vcl may be simply the
projection of a radial outflow along the line-of-sight.
diative transfer calculations. In contrast, the present work carefully
examines the spatially-resolved Lyα profiles (such as mapping their
blue-to-red flux ratios, see §3.2) and decodes them using radiative
transfer calculations with multiphase, clumpy models (see §5). In
our modelling, we assumed that a central powering source exists
near the highest Lyα SB regions, although it is still puzzling that
there is no viable continuum source coincident with the Lyα SB
peak (see §4). Not only have we successfully reproduced fifteen
representative Lyα profiles with realistic physical parameters, but
we also managed to fit Lyα profiles at different impact parame-
ters consistently, and explained the observed spatial variation in
the Fblue/Fred ratio and outflow velocity. These results support the
‘central powering + scattering’ scenario, i.e. the Lyα photons are
generated by central powering source(s) and then scatter with out-
flowing, multiphase H I gas while propagating outwards. We have
also observed signatures of accretion of infalling cool gas at the
blob outskirts. As we have shown in §5.2, although the infalling
of cool gas is responsible for shaping the observed blue-dominated
Lyα profiles, its energy contribution is likely to be minor compared
to the photo-ionization by central (as yet unidentified) sources.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We present new deep spectroscopic observations of SSA22-LAB2
at z = 3.1 using KCWI and MOSFIRE. The main conclusions of our
analysis are:
(i) By creating a narrow-band Lyα image, we observed extended
Lyα emission in three distinct regions, among which the south re-
gion is the largest and has a high Lyα SB center that is far away
from known continuum sources;
(ii) We found that the Lyα profiles are dominated by a red peak
in regions of high Lyα SB, but tend to be more symmetric and even
blue-peak dominated in the low SB outskirts. The median blue-to-
red flux ratio is anti-correlated with Lyα SB, which may be due to
the decrease of the projected line-of-sight outflow velocity in the
periphery of the halo;
(iii) We searched through the two MOSFIRE slits that had been
observed near to the highest Lyα SB regions, and found no signif-
icant detection of nebular emission within the region of Lyα emis-
sion;
(iv) To decode the spatially-resolved Lyα profiles using Monte-
Carlo radiative transfer (MCRT) modelling, we used both multi-
phase, clumpy models and shell models, both of which success-
fully reproduced the diverse Lyα morphologies. We found signif-
icant correlations between parameters of the two different models,
and our derived parameters naturally alleviated the previously re-
ported discrepancies between the shell model parameters and data;
(v) We have managed to fit Lyα spectra at different impact pa-
rameters simultaneously assuming a common central source. We
also found that the variation of the clump outflow velocity with
respect to impact parameter can be approximately explained as a
simple line-of-sight projection effect of a radial outflow;
(vi) We conclude that our results support the ‘central powering
+scattering’ scenario, i.e. the Lyα photons are generated by a cen-
tral powering source and then scatter with outflowing, multiphase
H I gas while propagating outwards. The infalling of cool gas is
responsible for shaping the observed blue-dominated Lyα profiles,
but its energy contribution is likely to be minor compared to the
photo-ionization by star-forming galaxies and/or AGNs.
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APPENDIX A: POSTERIOR PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE MULTIPHASE, CLUMPY
MODEL PARAMETERS
Here we present the joint and marginal posterior probability distri-
butions of the multiphase, clumpy model parameters for all fifteen
representative Lyα spectra derived from nested sampling.
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Figure A1. Joint and marginal posterior probability distributions of the multiphase, clumpy model parameters for all fifteen representative Lyα spectra derived
from nested sampling. The vertical black dashed lines indicate the [2.5%, 50%, 97.5%] quantiles (i.e., 2-σ confidence intervals). The vertical red dashed lines
indicate the locations of the maximum posterior probability.
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